
Supremacy 441 

Chapter 441 - The Meeting II 

The rest nodded at once and the Chief had taken the lead by mentioning, "We have been informed of 

your grand goal and we will feel honored to be part of it. We can help your Organization with many 

issues; Protections, materials, resources, public relations. All of this would be done in the light. We truly 

feel that we can bring all of that to the table if we signed an alliance contract." 

Upon hearing so, Felix gazed at them without a single blink for ten seconds straight, making them feel 

slightly nervous that he would reject the offer. 

"You want in return a stable stream of mythic bloodlines?" Felix finally asked. 

The Alliance members glanced at each other and said at once, "Yes." 

"Forget it." Felix waved his hand dismissively at them. 

The moment they heard so, Maganda Chief immediately said, "Wait, we are not in a rush to get bulks of 

them! You can take months to years until you fulfill your end of the bargain." 

"Still a no." Felix asserted, "The only thing we can do is make you the 1st party to get the 1st batches of 

bloodlines when we reach the manufacturing stage." 

"We have no intentions of arming you for your conflict. We created those bloodlines to be spread far 

and wide, reaching the hands of most bloodliners." 

Seeing that they went quiet, probably not liking his bullshit offer, Felix pulled them slightly, "We can sell 

you in a month or two the newest water-based mythical bloodline that we created. You can give it to 

your sons or daughters." 

"Does it also have more abilities than 6?" Zosia asked swiftly. 

"Yes, mythical bloodlines provide 9 abilities at 75% integration." Felix confessed. 

The Maganda Chief and the rest drew a deep breath in agitation and excitement. They finally received a 

confirmation on the number and it was truly shocking! 

'3 more abilities! This is big!' 

'No, it's 4 more! There is still peak active ability!' 

'We must get this bottle at all cost! My Uncle had told me to not meet him without it.' Zosia said. 

'The old man told me the same.' Maganda Chief sighed. 

Their telepathic discussion ended just as it started. 

"We are pleased by the gesture...but I have to ask." The Maganda Chief, "Shouldn't we be getting two 

bottles to finish 99% to complete a stage?" 

"No." Felix said bluntly, "You get one bottle since you are not the only one we are selling those bottles 

to and we don't have plenty around...yet." 



Maganda and the rest immediately got displeased at the sound of that. 

Who could blame them? 

Here they were doing their very best to become closer with the Organization to secure this bloodline 

bottle and the upcoming ones, but Felix had just told them that everyone would be getting it. 

Upon seeing their clear displeasure, Felix waved his hand lightly and said, "We are selling only three 

bottles in the next half a year to different backgrounds. You will be the 1st to get one, following by two 

more in the next months." 

"Plus, we are not planning on selling the first batches to them but only you." Felix said calmly while 

manifesting a holographic hologram, "That's of course if you agreed to the terms of this contract." 

The Anti-Royalty Alliance members all glanced at their email inbox after seeing that the same contract 

had been emailed to them. 

"You have a week to make a decision." 

Felix closed the connection the moment he saw that all of them had started reading it. 

Phew! 

He let out a long sigh while leaning against his couch. It was quite stressful to keep a stern and solemn 

expression while he was spewing a fountain of bullshit. 

Well, not everything was a total lie since Felix truly was planning on taking half a year to sell three 

water-based bottles. 

That's because it wouldn't be easy to collect the essence for all of them and also deliver them back and 

forth when he was in a different galaxy. 

Plus, it would be tough to keep stabbing himself with hundreds of needles each day. Hence, he needed 

to be moderate if he was going to do it. 

This was also the reason he didn't want to agree to the Alliance's first term. 

He understood that the moment he signs that contract, he would be bound to fulfill his end of the 

bargain. 

There was no way he would be able to provide a stable stream of those bottles. But when he switched 

the term to receiving 'The first batch when they are done'. 

That changed everything since he could drag this for tens of years and when he finally feels like getting it 

done, he could easily sell them ten bottles at once and he would be freed from the contract terms. 

By doing all of this, Felix would be legit receiving true allies that could help him and also protect planet 

Earth. 

Though, it all depends on the Anti-Royalty Alliance's desperation. 

Were they going to sign that shitty contract or not? Felix was 99% certain that they were going to sign it! 



*** 

Seven days later, Felix had received the Alliance's answer. As he expected, they were desperate for the 

first bottle to sign the contract. 

That contract had many beneficial terms to him like the fact that Earth's protection would be taken 

seriously unlike before. 

Seriously in the sense that the three superpowers needed to sell fleets, train earthling soldiers, sell used 

cheap AP bracelets, and more! 

With the resources in their possession, it wouldn't be long before the planet start to embrace new 

technologies faster than before! 

Another benefit was to give the Organization a 30% discount off from all bloodline bottles and resources 

purchased in their kingdoms' shops! 

Also, the customs taxes would be waved for the deliveries! 

With this, Felix finally wouldn't need to always buy from Goati's shop but expand to hundreds of shops 

at once with such a great deal! 

Felix knew that everything he bought would be supervised, especially the bottles. 

But he didn't really care since they would never be able to guess why he was buying them. 

The Contract also entailed that the three superpowers would be required to speak goodwill about the 

Organization and publish information given to them by it. 

Starting off by informing that the Organization was the one creating bloodlines and they were working 

hard to manufacture them for public use. 

Also, the Organization was open to selling 9 bottles separately in the next half-year in an auction hosted 

by the three superpowers. 

Felix planned on using those superpowers' mouths for the Organization since they had a reputation, 

unlike his Organization which just popped out of nowhere. 

There were other terms in favor of Felix and planet Earth. On the other hand, the terms he needed to 

fulfill weren't much. 

He just needed to sell them the 1st water potion and also provide 15 bottles ten years later. That was a 

long period for Felix to pull it off. 

Currently, Felix was going on a shopping spree buying water, fire, wind, and lightning bottles from shops 

in those three superpowers kingdoms. 

Every shop was notified of the Organization's discount and no shopkeeper disagreed with the discount 

since the Kingdoms would be paying the total missing. 

Hence, Felix ended up buying from 43 bloodline shops more than 80 bottles! They were all epic tier 5 

bloodline bottles! 



That cost him 30 billion SC but Felix didn't care about getting it back instantly since he would be able to 

earn it back easily after he sells 75% water bottle to the Anti-Royalty Alliance. 

To deal with the filtered bottles, he was going to buy a bloodline shop in Empire and hire someone to 

sell them for him. Though, he wouldn't do it with his name or the Organization. 

He didn't want the three superpowers to find out what's happening to those bottles. 

By using a shop, recovering his money would be a gradual process that may take months or years unlike 

when he was dealing with Looby. 

But Felix wasn't complaining at all since he had managed to purchase 21 bottles that had Avion species 

essence! 

With them, Felix believed that he would easily collect 35% to 50% of Thor's essence! 

He would have never gotten this much if it wasn't for allying together with those three superpowers. 

After all, if prices were normal, Felix would be required to pay an extra 18 to 20 Billion plus the custom 

taxes that might reach up to another 10 billion SC. 

That's because he would be shipping outside of the Galaxy. 

Meanwhile, for other bottles, Felix believed that he probably was going to gather enough to reach 80% 

in fire and wind bottles. 

This put him in a dilemma. Should he keep them to turn those Erik and Malak into primogenitor 

bloodliners or should he place them in his upcoming auction? 

Thankfully, he didn't inform Malak and Erik about them. Hence, the decision was taken after some 

consideration. 

He decided to place them for a sale so they would net him both 60 to 80 Billion SC. As for Malak and 

Erik? 

They had yet to reach peak 5th stage of replacement and there was no rush to make them primogenitor 

bloodliners. Especially when they weren't even near him. 

*** 

Days went by and the news kept spreading by the three superpowers. People started to lessen their 

harassment of Felix after understanding somewhat the full situation. 

Now, instead of calling out on Felix, they were calling out for this Phantom Organization to release the 

method so everyone could work together on it. 

Felix left them to bark at the wrong tree and simply kept training his poison manipulation. He was 

edging nearer to finishing the J?rmungandr's task. 

Two days later...At 20:00 

Bodidi had successfully delivered all of Felix's belongings when the spaceship had stopped next to the 

VIP wormhole expressway. 



During those three days' wait, Felix had filtered the 1st 26 bottles that he purchased. He had found from 

them, 24% fire, 21% wind, 35% water, and lastly 10% lightning. 

He still had 80 more bottles that needed to be filtered. But Felix didn't do it now but left it after he 

reaches the Forsythia Witch Empire. 

Hence, he returned to his VR pod and entered the wormhole that led him almost instantly to the 

outskirts of the Forsythia Galaxy after his permission to enter was approved. 

He already received it from Lady Sphinx's student. 

'The Forsythia Galaxy.' Felix rubbed his chin while pondering, 'Should I head to the nearest planet for a 

quick exploration. I still have plenty of ti...' 

'You better arrive in the next month if you want to catch up to the materials taught in the 1st semester.' 

Lady Sphinx popped his bubble, 'The new year enrollments had just started and if you rushed now, you 

might not miss too much.' 

Chapter 442 - How to Become an Apprentice Potioneer! 

'For real?! Queen full speed to the capital!' 

Felix always assumed that he was going to wait until a new semester starts before applying to enter the 

Academy. 

A month or a two of wait were nothing much. But when the new enrollment had just started, he 

couldn't wait a full six months just to begin learning the basics of potion-making. That's too long! 

Hence, he needed to reach the Academy as fast as possible. 

Though he would still be delayed by an entire month since the Capital was near the center of the Galaxy 

and he was at the outskirts. He needed to enter two more wormholes to reach the capital! 

'Elder, can you give me the syllabus of the 1st semester?' Felix requested, 'I will be behind by one month 

and I doubt the professors will bother to teach me privately from the beginning to catch up.' 

'I don't have it.' Lady Sphinx said, 'I will inform my student to email it to you.' 

'Alright, thank you elder.'? Felix sighed in relief at the sound of that. 

He understood that learning on his own wouldn't be as good as being taught in the Academy, but it 

didn't really matter since he would be learning only the materials in the first month. 

He doubted they would be too difficult. 

Vrr Vrrr! 

Felix hastily glanced at his bracelet, thinking that it was Lady Sphinx's student but it turned out that it 

was from Malak. 

After reading it, Felix smiled faintly. "Good, they have reached Peal Sky Island and met with Gramps." 



Felix sent a reply, informing them to keep a close eye on his grandfather since the planet had already 

been infested with spacesh.i.p.s and bloodliners. 

Most backgrounds had already arrived on the planet but they were all behaving well, allowing the 

citizens to return to their daily lives after the chaos had ended. 

After all, the Gama Organization was the one motivating the criminals to unleash their greed and cause 

chaos. But after their destruction, all of them returned to the sewers where they belong. 

Although the Council knew about the approach of other backgrounds, they still removed the lockdown, 

allowing the citizen to leave their homes. 

That's because of the Alliance between Earth and the three superpowers turning official in public. 

Now, everyone knew that the three superpowers were seriously backing the planet, making them 

recognize the risks of harming citizens or creating chaos by bribing them as the Gama Organization did. 

This sudden change was easily guessed to be related to the Phantom Organization since the three 

superpowers had announced their alliance with it as well. 

After the announcement, the Royal Family made a peculiar move by announcing that they were 

planning on helping planet Earth thrive due to its potential...In other words, they took their side as well. 

Everyone knew that was bullshit, especially Felix and the Anti-Royalty Alliance. 

But the news did shake up the partnership between the Phantom Organization and the Anti-Royalty 

Alliance since it seemed like the Phantom Organization was playing both sides. 

However, Felix had ensured them that they had no plans to take their ally's enemy side. 

The moment they signed the contract, they were backing each other and Felix knew that wasn't a smart 

move to play both sides. 

Even if it was in the shadows. 

After all, the moment he gets caught, both of them would point their guns at him. 

Thus, he didn't contact the Royal Family at all after their political move that happened a week or so 

earlier. 

He knew that this was going to piss off the Royal Family but he didn't give a shit. 

He was already safe from their hands and they could never kidnap his grandfather or Olivia to threaten 

him. 

After all, they needed to hire natives to do their deeds. Which native was strong enough to deal with 

Malak and Erik? As for Olivia? She was living in the Drop which was a fortress. 

"Guys, make sure to keep your eyes open at all times." Felix warned, "Although you are staying on an 

isolated island, you never know who could sneak inside and pose trouble to my family." 

"Heck, be careful of the family members as well as they could get bribed heavily to poison grandpa or 

something." 



Felix never trusted anyone in the family besides his grandfather, Noah, and Olivia. As for the rest? He 

didn't doubt that one of them might make a move on his grandfather for a billion SC or so. 

"Be at ease boss! I am always following him!" Erik promised loudly. 

"Hearing it coming from you, I suddenly don't feel so." Felix chuckled and said his goodbyes to both of 

them. 

After dealing with his grandfather's safety, he looked at his inbox and found the email he wanted. 

It was an email filled with books and docs without a single word from the sender. Felix was quite curious 

about Lady Sphinx's student. 

He doubted that the Witch Queen was the one sending him this stuff. It must have been someone in a 

high position but not that high. 

'Whatever, I will probably meet her soon.' Felix removed those thoughts from his mind and focused on 

the email's content. 

After downloading it to his storage, he closed the inbox and clicked on the 1st book that was called 

>Potion-Makers Ranks< 

The only thing Felix knew about the potioneer ranks their names and the potions they could concoct. 

Apprentice Potioneer could concoct only rank 1 potions. 

Expert Potioneer could concoct only rank 1/2 potions. 

Master Potioneer could concoct only rank 1/2/3 potions. 

Grandmaster Potioneer could concoct only rank 1/2/3/4 potions. 

Sage Potioneer could concoct all ranked potions from 1 to 5. 

However, he didn't know how they become one and what was the requirement to be promoted to a 

higher rank. 

Seeing that the book had 80 pages, made him realize that he was missing way too much knowledge. 

Without further ado, Felix opened up the book and read the 1st paragraph on the 1st page. It was an 

actual quote left behind by a Witch called, Sage Marisa. 

"I am fully ready." The moment Felix said so, he turned the page and began reading the book carefully. 

The first thing he read was, >How To Become an Apprentice Potioneer< 

He spent five minutes until he finished the entire page and seeing what it was about. 

Summering what he learned, Apprentice rank was a license that was given by the Potion-Makers 

Association that was responsible for giving off ranks, promoting, demoting, supervision, and many more. 

Witches needed to earn this license for them to concoct rank 1 potions legally and also pay taxes on 

them. Naturally, only potions sold were taxable. 



Plus, this license had multiple perks, like reputation, receiving discounts, having higher access to books, 

recipes, materials...etc. 

So, it was encouraged for Witches to get their own license instead of concocting in the shadows. 

To get this Apprentice Licence, a witch was required to pass a basic theoretical knowledge test and also 

concoct a Rejuvenation Potion successfully out of five attempts. 

Rejuvenation Potions were one of the most common and needed potions in the Universe. 

Hence, there would be never an excess supply in the market. 

The witches learning it would have a way to earn money quite easily the moment they turn into potion-

makers. 

However, since Felix was going to the Academy, he wouldn't need to worry about going to the Potion-

Makers Association to earn his license. 

The Academy would be giving it at the end of the 1st semester to those who passed the final exam since 

it was more or like the same test of the Association. 

Thus, in the 1st semester, Felix would be learning the basic theoretical knowledge plus other materials 

to pass the exam and get his license! 

'Neat.' Felix smiled and flipped the page to the 2nd Rank, Expert Potioneer! 

This time, he took at least half an hour to finish 20 pages about the rank. It was nothing like the 

Apprentice rank. 

For a witch to get her license upgraded to Expert Potioneer, she needed to pass the intermediate 

knowledge exam that was branched out into five subjects; Potion-making Intermediate theories, 

GenesxPotions Studies, PlantsxPotions Studies, Rank 2 Potions Catalogue, Rank 2 Materials Catalogue. 

To pass it, they required to score 80%+ of correct answers in each subject. After they passed it, they 

would move to the next test, which was related to the concoction. 

They would be needed to concoct a rank 2 potion of her choosing in merely 2 attempts. Felix 

understood that rank 2 potions difficulty was miles away from rank 1 potions. 

'No wonder being promoted to an Expert Potioneer is the requirement for graduation.' Felix wiped his 

sweaty forehead. 

'I am kinda scared to see what I need to do to reach Master Rank.' Felix's hand trembled as he tried to 

flip the page. 

The moment he did so and read the first page, Felix closed the book shut and picked another. 

That one page almost demotivated him from continuing on this path and he didn't dare to read the rest! 

'One step at a time. Let's get our apprentice license first.' 

The 2nd book that Felix had picked was about the equipment needed and its uses. There were many 

pieces of equipment in the book, ones that Felix didn't even know existed. 



He only knew about the cauldrons, the circular table that looked like an oven, and some glassware. Even 

these ones, he didn't fully know their effect, how they work, and why they were needed for concoction. 

This book had truly broadened his horizons on those matters and he stopped reading it after reaching 

half of it in two hours. 

'The Planetary game will be played in the next half an hour.' Felix glanced at his bracelet while waving 

away those holographic books. 

Felix went to the closet and picked his team's outfit. After wearing it, he unmuted the messages from 

George and sent him a short email. 

It entailed that he would meet up with them in George's UVR room in the last 5 minutes before 

teleportation to the Game Hall. 

'Olivia would most definitely ignore me after meeting her.' Felix chuckled after imagining Olivia's pouting 

expression. After all, he blocked her just like the rest for over a month now! 

Chapter 443 - Reaching The Capital Planet! 

One hour later... 

Felix was back to his Androxa house after brutalizing the opposite team in the 1st five minutes of the 

game, bringing it to an early closure due to their surrender. 

It wasn't even a game but just one-sided bullying since the balls thrown at Felix and his team were easily 

countered by his absolute sand passive combined with the desert domain. 

After all, he was already exposed and there was no need to not go all out. 

Felix found it actually tough to deal with Olivia's frustration and his team's inquires more than the game. 

Thankfully, with the exposure of the 'Phantom Organization', Felix simply kept telling them that he had 

signed a strict contract to not expose information. That led everyone to back off his back. 

With some sweet words, Olivia stopped being displeased at him for blocking her number all this time. 

Meanwhile, The ESG Organization and the Council were having the best day of their lives after realizing 

that Felix's exposure had brought all of his Landlord's fans and other interested viewers to watch the 

game! 

This made its popularity explode so as the ticket prices! Not as much as Felix's individual game but it was 

more than they could ever hope for. 

Since the planet was earning 7% of the revenue, Felix winning the game had resulted in the planet 

earning a whopping 7 billion SC! 

Such a massive haul was truly imaginable to them and with it, so many things could be bought that could 

help the planet advance technologically. 

Meanwhile, Felix had earned almost the entire 3% of the revenue since he single-handedly destroyed 

the game in the fastest time possible. 



That netted him almost 3 billion SC while the rest received a couple of hundred of millions to split 

among themselves. 

No one was complaining since that was truly free money falling into their l.a.p.s without doing anything. 

The rest of the players regretted not fighting hard to secure a spot in this game! 

The moment Felix left the team after a quick celebration with them, they were all expressing their 

d.e.s.i.r.e to join the next game no matter what it was and how dangerous it was going to be. 

Too bad, Felix didn't want to spin the wheel for now since he believed that everyone was too weak for 

the next games and he didn't want to keep going one against an entire team every time. 

He understood that he was going to struggle when the team reaches the promotion game and enter the 

Universal Planetary Supremacy Games against other teams from different races. 

Hence, he planned on postponing the next planetary game for two months until they all enter the peak 

1st stage of replacement. 

No matter how the Council disapproved of his take, they didn't dare to let out a sound against his 

arrangements. 

Felix was the big boss and they knew that it wasn't smart to step into his foot lest they end up ganged 

up by other leaders without Felix needing to say anything. 

Most of them were desperate to kiss his a.s.s and it was a fully understandable gesture with everything 

that was happening. 

Felix didn't care about any of this as the moment he teleported to his house, he took a quick shower and 

returned to reading the potion-making books like he just took a stroll for an hour and came back. 

*** 

He got to say that potion concoction was way harder than it seemed even though it was just a rank 1 

potion. 

For external concoction that was related to materials preparation and such, he was getting the hang of it 

quite easily. 

But for an internal concoction that was related to the microscopic world? He was having a tough time 

due to his mental energy control that wasn't optimal yet. 

Meanwhile, he had already finished the J?rmungandr's task and was currently learning how to turn 

poison into medicine. 

It was actually a simple process of choosing the right inducements and lessening their potency until their 

effects would be positive to the body instead of negative! 

Felix managed to pull it off in the first three days. However, since Felix had poison immunity, he couldn't 

benefit from this technique at all. 

Hence, he struggled to heal himself with poison since he was resistant to everything. 



The J?rmungandr didn't inform him straightaway with the method to create a passive like Revitalization 

but gave him fifteen days to think about the solution on his own. 

Three days had gone by since then, leaving only twelve days for Felix to solve this dilemma. 

Planet Fymagroth! 

'Lady Sphinx is there going to be someone waiting to guide me after my spaceship docks?' Felix asked 

while closing a book. 

'Don't worry, everything had been taken care of by my student.' Lady Sphinx smiled a bit wickedly, 'They 

will guide you straight to my place.' 

Although Felix didn't see her wicked smile he still felt goosebumps coursing on his skin at her eager 

tone. 

'Cough, shouldn't I enroll quickly in the Academy since I am already late by a month?' Felix stated. 

'You have already been enrolled by the Headmistress, who is also my student.' Lady Sphinx informed. 

'Headmistress?' Felix raised an eyebrow and wondered to himself, 'Was she the one who sent me those 

books? Hehe, It seems like my life in the Academy won't be as bad as I am expecting.' 

Although Lady Sphinx heard his thoughts, she simply chuckled softly and didn't bother bursting his 

bubble. 

Felix stopped bothering her after receiving the answer he wanted. For now, he simply continued reading 

his books while waiting for the Queen's announcement. 

'Sir Felix the spaceship's speed had been reduced to subsonic due to entering a restricted area.' The 

Queen informed. 

'Alright, how far are we?' Felix asked. 

'Three thousand kilometers.' 

'I see.' 

Felix expected this since each advanced planet would have multiple space stations, mined meteors, 

spacesh.i.p.s going to the planet or away...etc 

This created some sort of traffic around the planet, making it impossible for spacesh.i.p.s to continue 

flying at light speed until they reach the atmosphere. 

It seemed like Fymagroth had restricted an area of three thousand kilometers around it. 

Since they were traveling at this speed, Felix decided to log out from the UVR and take advantage of 

those couple hours to filter the remaining 80 bottles. 

Two hours later... 

Meanwhile, Felix was starting to feel a bit scarred from the needles with all the times he had to stab 

himself with them. 



Fortunately, the results of filtration were quite celebratory since Felix had collected enough to push all 

of the bottles to have 85%+ besides the lightning bottles...He only managed to filter 41% essence, 

making possess 51% total. 

This amount wasn't so bad, as it would get him four lightning-based passives and two active abilities. 

This speed wouldn't have been possible without the Anti-Royalty Alliance. Felix believed that they must 

be crying after they received the bills from those shops he purchased from! 

As for the other three bottles, they were ready to be sold! 

If even one of them was sold at 40 Billion SC, Felix would be earning 120 Billion SC! He had no idea what 

he could buy with that amount but he wanted it nevertheless! 

He had already picked the two other backgrounds to sell the fire and wind primogenitor 75% bottles. 

One of them was Galactical Army that was situated in the Guardian Empire and the other was the 

Ancient Bardot Family, the strongest member of the parliament in the Bardot Empire. 

He chose them since they were the strongest representatives in their empires and it was better to sell 

those two bottles to them so it wouldn't appear disrespectful. 

He had already disrespected the Mariana Royal Family by choosing to ally with the Anti-Royalty Alliance 

and there was no need to pick a bone with the rest. 

... 

'Sir Felix, we have reached the docking queue.' Queen informed. 

The moment Felix heard the announcement, he dashed to the window. The first thing he saw made his 

eye brighten up like a woman seeing upclose a 24-carat diamond in her proposal ring. 

'Fymagroth, what a beautiful planet.' 

Anyone who saw it would have to agree with Felix as the planet appeared somewhat like Earth with a 

mix of land and oceans, but there was a pretty huge difference. 

The atmosphere was pink! This meant that the oceans appeared pink in color just like the sky! As for the 

land? It somewhat resembled a jungle due to all the greenery it was showing. 

There wasn't a single barred place. Don't even mention a desert. However, the land didn't have much 

mass on the planet...Probably not even 10%! 

'Lady Sphinx isn't it better for you to be on a planet with sand.' Felix wondered. 

'No.' Lady Sphinx replied calmly while reading a book in her bedroom. 

Upon lifting her head and seeing his confusion, she removed her glasses and said, 'With my level of 

manipulation, I don't require a sandy environment.' 

'Why so?' 



'Because I am the Sand Primogenitor.' Lady Sphinx waved her hand dismissively, 'Now buzz off, let me 

read in peace.' 

'Fair enough.' Felix coughed and focused this time on the spacesh.i.p.s that were standing still in front of 

his spaceship. 

There were some above him, some below him, and the line stretched to at least a couple kilometers. 

All of them were waiting to be checked thoroughly by the customs officials to see if they had the proper 

doc.u.ments, criminal records, and also if they were smuggling anything illegal. 

Just as Felix wanted to log in until his turn arrives, his bracelet vibrated. 

Upon seeing that it was Lady Sphinx's student, Felix raised his eyebrow in surprise but still accepted the 

call. 

Chapter 444 - The 9th Space Station! 

"Hello." He greeted 

"Hi, you can skip the queue and dock at the 9th space station." A soothing elderly voice answered his 

call. 

Seeing how straightforward she was, Felix didn't want to waste her time with needless chatter either. 

"Will someone be waiting for me at the space station or at the bottom of the space elevator?' Felix 

inquired politely. 

"My student would be waiting for you at the station's gate underneath." She informed calmly, "The 

Queen AI will highlight her with a red aura for you to not miss her. Also, the guards all have been 

informed to facilitate your travel." 

"Thank you for the help, Madam." 

"Uhmm." 

Cluck! 

The call was disconnected and Felix didn't bother with it. He requested the Queen AI to skip the queue 

and head to that mentioned station. 

If he didn't have permission, he wouldn't have dared to attempt doing so since he would be subjected to 

a heavy penalty by the customs officials. 

But when his spaceship coasted away from the queue until it reached first in line, the Queen hadn't 

informed him about any upcoming messages or warnings from the customs officials. 

He simply waited a minute or two and he had gotten access to pass through between two humongous 

space stations that appeared like walls blocking off any other path but the one he was taking. 

Those space stations were one of the administrations of customs around the planet. 



Spacesh.i.p.s weren't allowed to reach the planet without entering through one of them. Otherwise, 

they would be labeled as trespassers and get treated like ones. 

Planet Earth needed to reach this level of security if it wanted to keep non-natives away. Too bad, for 

now, they could only suck it and let everyone enter their planet like it was on a free market. 

After Dark Deviant passed through the checkpoint, Felix was met with the sight of thousands of 

spacesh.i.p.s of all sizes and shapes, coasting around or standing still in an orderly manner like they were 

in a parking lot. 

The majority of them were berthed in multiple space stations around the planets that were connected 

with space elevators, leading to the different zones on the planet. 

Some stations were designed only for transportations like airports and such, while other stations were 

responsible for cargo and shipments. 

Felix didn't know the 9th space station's position but the Queen was taking him to it slowly. 

A short while, the spaceship docked successfully with the 9th station under the Queen's operation. 

'Sir Felix, you are free to disembark.' The Queen announced, 'Please head to the 5th gate. If you don't 

know where it is located in the spaceship, just follow the red arrow.' 

"Thank you." Felix quickly unfastened his seatbelt and went after the holographic red arrow. After a 

couple of turns, Felix finally reached gate 5 that was connected to the space station. 

The moment Felix stood in front of it, the gate automatically opened up, showing Felix a long empty 

tunnel that was able to support only one person at a time. 

At the end of it, there was another closed gate. Felix quickly walked towards it and placed his bracelet 

on the scanner at the side of the door. 

>Welcome to the 9th Space Station Mr. Felix Maxwell.< 

Following the robotic greeting, the gate opened up slowly to Felix. 

"The moment you enter the station, your spaceship will disconnect and be sent to be parked away from 

the planet." The same robotic voice informed. 

"Understood." Felix nodded his head. 

He always knew that his spaceship wasn't going to remain here forever since the docking spaces were 

needed to be empty always for newcomers. 

That's why thousands of spacesh.i.p.s were coasting or standing in space away from the planet. 

They were parked for their owners and Felix's spaceship would join them soon. Since the Queen was the 

one operating them, there wouldn't be any traffic accidents at all. 

"Mommy, I don't want to enter the space elevator!!!" 

"Move out of the way!!" 



Peep! Peep! 

Those people were mostly witches appearing like a paradise filled with beauties. 

However, there were other races in the station, like Orcs, goblins, Centaurs, giants, imps, dwarves, 

vampires, werewolves, half-lings, slimes carrying suitcases, and more! 

It was like a circus of freaks and Felix being one of the few humans in the station was a new addition to 

this circus! 

Felix wasn't weirded out by the varieties of races in the station since he always knew that utility races 

like the Witches and Dwarfs needed other races to help them out with other fields. 

After all, most witches were potion-makers, making them focus their entire time on it. This left 

occupations like bakers, farmers, hairdressers, lawyers, policemen, and the rest empty. 

This meant, they needed other people to fill those positions to keep the empire operating smoothly. 

Naturally, they would be only there to control the bots who were actually going to be doing most of 

those occupations. 

The robotic technology was too advanced to even take care of everything at once if the witches decided 

to use the AIs. 

But for some reason, they prefer hiring other races for those jobs. 

They could live everywhere and learn anything. Plus, their wager wasn't that high. 

Hence, the Witch empire had a lot of humans and Felix wasn't going to feel out of place at all when he 

visits the cities. 

'Queen, please guide me to one of the space elevator's gates.' Felix requested while inspecting the well-

lighted station. 

Just like before, the Queen created a holographic arrow and Felix followed after it. 

If it wasn't for the Queen, people would have already lost their way in this gigantic station that span 

over twenty kilometers. 

Heck, it was like a city in space with lodging, entertainment centers, transportations...etc. 

"Hi, handsome. Need a guide?" A short green goblin with light makeup and wearing a grey dress, 

greeted Felix after he was guided to the transportation area by the Queen. 

"Thank you but I am okay." Felix replied, smiling politely. 

The little female goblin immediately went to harass another traveler after getting rejected. Meanwhile, 

Felix paid for a hover platform and used it towards his destination. 

Sometime later, Felix reached the space elevator's gates. There were ten of them placed in a cylinder-

shaped silver tower that was long enough it reached the ceiling of the station. 



Each of those gates, had a long queue behind them, waiting for their turn to be sent to the station on 

the planet. 

Only one gate had a fewer number of people waiting behind it. Felix instantly knew that was the gate for 

VIP travelers and the one he needed to take. 

However, before he could reach the queue, he was stopped by two Orcs who had brown skin and fangs 

protruding from their fat lips. 

They were wearing a blue uniform with a couple of letters at the back, making Felix realize that they 

were the security officers of the station. 

"How can I help you sirs?" Felix asked politely, not wanting to land in trouble so soon. 

However, the two Orcs bowed respectfully to Felix and said, "Please follow us, Sir Felix." 

Upon seeing that they were heading to the front of the VIP queue, Felix hastily chased after them after 

realizing that they were guards sent by Lady Sphinx's student to facilitate his travel. 

Naturally, such a blatant disregard to the queue had displeased the VIP travelers. 

After all, they had most likely paid millions to lessen the normal queue time that lasts for hours. 

That's because, there were only ten rooms in the space elevator, and each room could hold the utmost 

20 people. 

Hence, each journey would take 200 travelers down and lift 200 more. In this traffic, that was barely 

cutting it. 

"On what ground does he get to skip the queue? Didn't we pay all the same amount?" A pale-skinned 

slender man who appeared like he never saw the sun in his life, grumbled while glaring at Felix and the 

Orcs. 

He was standing in the middle of the queue, sandwiched by other dissatisfied travelers. 

'A vampire? They sure are impatient for an undying race.' Felix grinned at the vampire without bothering 

to slow down his footsteps or opening his mouth. 

Since the Orcs didn't address their frustration, he had no intentions of doing so as well. 

Hence, when they reached the front of the line, Felix kept his mouth shut and bathed under everyone's 

resentment. 

Thankfully, the space elevator had arrived in merely two minutes. 

>Ladies and Gentlemen, please allow the passengers to exit the elevators first before entering them in 

an orderly fashion. If you don't know what to do, when entering the elevator, ask the Queen for 

guidance. Thank you and enjoy your stay in Fymagroth!< 

Following the cute feminist announcement, the ten gates had all opened up at once, displaying every 

twenty passengers sitting on white chairs while wearing their seatbelts. 



When the gates were fully opened, the seatbelts automatically unfastened, allowing the passengers to 

exit the space elevator. 

A witch even vomited on her way out, earning a couple of chuckles here and there. 

They understood that it was probably her first time riding a space elevator since most of them had that 

reaction when they rode it the first time. 

After all, the feeling of falling from Outerspace into the ground wasn't pleasant at all. Especially when 

the elevator's speed wasn't to be trifled with. 

Since Felix had rode plenty of space elevators in his previous life, he wasn't nervous at all. 

A few minutes later, the elevator was emptied and Felix shamelessly entered the VIP room first and took 

one of the seats that were near the window. 

The moment he sat down, the seatbelt automatically affixed him to his chair. 

Meanwhile, the remaining 19 travelers chose their seats and got comfortable. 

No one bothered Felix but they did glance at him once in a while, wondering how could a human have 

such a high status to allow him to skip the entire queue. 

Even Felix was wondering what status did Lady Sphinx's student had to allow this. He understood that it 

wasn't the Headmistress since her jurisdiction was based in the Academy. 

This was the doing of a high-authoritative witch in the planet government! 

Chapter 445 - Meeting Lady Sphinx. 

In a short while, the gates of the elevator had been closed. Everyone inside had been alerted of the 

experience they would go through and how to handle it properly. 

After this routine message had ended, Felix tightened his grip on his seatbelt and took a deep breath. 

The moment he finished, the space elevator began descending rapidly, giving him a sudden feeling of 

tightness in his c.h.e.s.t, like he was riding on a rollercoaster. 

But Felix just controlled his breathing until he got slightly accustomed to it. Then, he glanced outside of 

the window and started admiring the pink sky and white clouds. 

In only a couple of seconds, the elevator had penetrated the clouds and emerged from the other side, 

exposing an enthralling sight of cities floating in the sky above gigantic pieces of land! 

All those cities were connected with long bridges, appearing like a honeycomb grid! Beneath those cities 

was a peaceful pink ocean. 

'Vamdarohm, I am here at last.' Felix smiled faintly as he gazed at those cities that appeared to be 

somewhat modern but keeping a traditional appearance of ancientness. 

There were no metallic skyscr.a.p.ers but there were castles and towers, resembling somewhat the 

buildings in the Victorian Era of Earth. 



Felix knew that the witches preferred this architecture design as they have kept it for a long time 

without bothering to upgrade it to a more modern design. 

However, the transportation system and the technologies used in those cities were top-notch only 

below the Metal Race due to the booming economy of potions. 

Felix withdrew his head back after he noticed that the elevator was about to reach the ocean. 

It had already surpassed those floating cities since the space elevator base was built deep underwater. 

Only with such a base could the space elevator survive environmental hazards. 

Thud! 

After the elevator stopped, an announcement resounded inside of it, entailing that doors would open up 

in a couple of seconds and everyone should exit in an orderly manner. 

When it finished, the gates opened up slowly while their seatbelts were removing themselves. 

Obviously, there was a long queue in the ground station for passengers willing to leave the planet. 

When Felix had distanced himself from the crowd, he started looking around, searching for his guide. 

The station's terminal was rowdy and crowded, making it a quite difficult process. 

Just as Felix wanted to send a message to Lady Sphinx's student, informing her of his arrival, he sensed 

that someone was right behind him. 

When he turned around, he was surprised to find a pretty witch wearing a black robe and a pointy hat 

staring at him indifferently. 

Standing 1.75m tall with tan skin, this witch had a very worldly feel about her. She had distrustful azure 

eyes that appeared like she was judging Felix by just staring at him. 

But her eyes did match perfectly with her flowing long azure hair that was reaching her waist. 

When Felix wanted to greet her, a long blue furry tail had emerged from behind her and started judging 

Felix as well from above. 

Just like Madam Hala's tail, there was also a giant flower-like azure eye that appeared exactly like the 

pretty witch's eyes. 

Lady Sphinx took a glance at the witch and said casually, 'That's Lara, one of my student's students.' 

Before Felix could react to her claim, Lara gestured with her head for Felix to follow her and started 

walking through the busy pedestrians. 

Not wanting to lose her, Felix caught up and walked beside her towards an unknown destination. 

Since she didn't seem like the chatty type, Felix didn't bother starting a conversation either. 

Before long, they reached one of the station's parking lots. 



Felix was surprised by how smooth their journey went since he understood that he was supposed to be 

taken to the planet's custom administration. 

Then, he needed to be checked upclose in person and also to sign either a tourist or a business contract. 

Both of them were limiting and strict to the signer to avoid causing problems in the capital, like escaping 

after his visa ended or harmed a witch in any way possible. 

Yet, Felix had stepped outside of the station without signing anything. 

Felix wasn't worried about the carriage not flying since he understood that the horses were more for 

looks while the true flight system was the same anti-gravitational system used in hovercars. 

Hence, he completely got comfortable in his seat even though he was still being stared at by three azure 

eyes. 

Instead of avoiding eye contact with her, Felix kept staring back with a faint smile, nodding his head 

lightly as greeting. 

This awkward silence lasted for a minute or two before the witch asked calmly, "Who are you?" 

"Lady, how can you pick me up without knowing anything about me?" Felix looked at her speechlessly. 

"I know that your name is Felix Maxwell and the trendy news about you in your galaxy." The witch 

leaned closer and asked again with her eyes narrowed, "But who are you?" 

"What do you mean?" 

"Why is my teacher caring so much about you?" The witch tilted her head in confusion and said, "I doubt 

it got to do with the news about you." 

'Hmm, it seems like she doesn't know the reason why I am here.' Felix mused, 'Might as well tease her a 

bit.' 

"Transfer student program?" The witch arched her eyebrows and said, "I didn't know we had that for 

our elementary school." 

"Elementary school?" Felix smiled while shaking his head. "I am transferring to the Royal Acadamy." 

The moment his words resounded in the carriage, all of the witch's eyes widened in bewilderment at the 

start then to amus.e.m.e.nt. 

A faint smile was finally cracked on her face, making Felix sigh in dejection at how pretty she appeared 

with an expression like that. 'How am I supposed to survive in the Academy when every witch is prettier 

than the last one? This is going to be a tough three years to live.' 

"Good joke." The witch said, smiling mildly. 

"I am not joking though." Felix asserted with an honest tone. 

"Yes, you are." 

"No, I am not." 



"You can drop it now." 

Seeing that he wasn't going to budge from his joke, the witch didn't want to continue bickering with him 

since they were about to arrive at their destination. 

Hence, she dropped the subject with a simple mocking request, "Let's meet at the Academy then." 

"Sure." Felix extended his wrist forward and said casually, "Let's exchange our IDs." 

The witch glanced at his honest expression then at his extended wrist. She did so a couple of times until 

she laughed a little and touched his AP bracelet. 

"I am Lara." The witch said with a charming smile, "Your commitment to a joke is quite astonishing." 

"Thank you?" Felix shrugged his shoulders, not wanting to enter the same subject. 

He has already gotten her info and that was a win for him since he needed someone on the campus to 

introduce him to how things were run. 

"Follow me, we are already quite late." Lara opened up the carriage door and went out first. 

Felix jumped down on the street that was completely paved with star-like blocks. 

While Lara was walking to a guarded gate of a towering grey castle that appeared like it came straight 

out of a fantasy book, Felix was checking the city that was left behind. 

It turned out, the castle was built at the highest point of the city, making Felix feel like he was standing 

on a mountain. 

Nine slim round towers were surrounding the castle. They reached twice the height of the walls and 

were connected by lower, narrow walls made of dark grey stone. 

Stylish windows were scattered thinly around the walls in seemingly perfect symmetry. 

Well-kept gardens with fragrant flowers, gorgeous trees, and many bushes decorate the outside of the 

castle. 

This castle had clearly stood the test of time and its inhabitants were intended on making sure it stays 

that way for ages to come. 

'This is a nice castle though.' Felix praised sincerely. 

Based on some information Felix gathered about witches, he understood that castles like those were 

given to only Sage Potioners who could concoct rank 5 potions. 

'Elder, are you in the castle?' Felix asked while entering the gate after Lara. 

'No, a clone of mine is here.' Lady Sphinx said casually while still reading the same book. 

'I see.' 

Felix already expected that he would be meeting Lady Sphinx's clone since there was honestly no point 

for her to meet him with her real body. 



Her perfect copy ability reached a point when Felix wouldn't even realize that he was dealing with a 

clone. 

After walking through the castle's long corridor that had many artistic paintings hang on its walls, Lara 

and Felix finally reached a red gate that was left unguarded. 

Lara stepped forth and knocked twice on the gate before pushing it slowly. 

She stuck her tail's eye first and said from behind the door, "I have brought him, teacher." 

"Come in." 

Lara opened the gate widely after hearing her teacher's tranquil voice. 

The moment the gate was open, Felix raised an eyebrow in surprise after seeing two m.a.t.u.r.e 

gorgeous witches, drinking tea at a small table meant to host only four. 

"Lara, you can go now." The gorgeous witch on the left side smiled faintly while gesturing with her hand 

for Felix to take a seat with them. "Little thief, don't stand there." 

Upon looking at her golden eyes and the way she carried herself, Felix instantly realized that Lady Sphinx 

was the one talking to him! 

But she was a witch! At least she appeared 100% like one! 

"I will get going." Lara bowed her head to the two witches and glanced at Felix one last time before 

closing the door behind her. 

'Thief? Was he sent here to be punished for stealing something important to the teacher and her 

friend?' Lara mused while walking away, 'Meet me at the Acadamy? As expected, he was full of crap.' 

After Lara exited the castle, the conversation carried inside the room was entirely different than her 

expectations. 

Chapter 446 - Entering The Lab. 

"Before I take you to the lab, let me introduce you to the Queen's advisor and also one of my students." 

Lady Sphinx extended her palm to the other gorgeous m.a.t.u.r.e witch and said, "This is Dalilia. If you 

require anything outside of the castle or ended up in trouble, just send her a message and she will fix it 

for you." 

Felix bowed his head respectfully and introduced himself, "I am Felix Maxwell, I am honored to be under 

your care." 

"The p.l.e.a.s.u.r.e is mine." Dililia smiled gently while nodding her head slightly in response to his 

greeting. 

When Felix lifted his head and focused on her face, he realized that she must be one of the oldest 

witches in the empire due to the few wrinkles next to her eyes. 

He understood that for witches to have wrinkles it only meant that their longevity was at its end and 

there was no other way to increase it artificially by potions or other materials. 



He didn't know her exact age, but he believed that she would have been alive for at least 200,000 years 

now! 

That's because the average age of witches was 60,000 years without eating or drinking anything. 

For her to be this age while also having a Queen's advisor position in the empire, Felix knew that she 

was an authoritative titan that wouldn't even bother glancing at Zosia or the Maganda Chief! 

'Elder, does she knows about you being a primogenitor or about our relationship?' Felix asked 

telepathically, 'I don't want to say something that shouldn't have been said.' 

'Don't bother yourself with such matters.' Lady Sphinx replied calmly, 'She knows what she needs to 

know.' 

"I know that you have many questions but save them to yourself." Lady Sphinx took one small sip of tea 

while standing up, "Follow me to the Lab. We are running late." 

Felix stood up after her but Dalilia kept sitting in her place while gazing at Felix with her giant tail's green 

eye that had an 'X' shaped pupil. 

Felix felt goosebumps coursing on his back, making him believe that every inch of his body was being 

inspected by her eye. 

A split second later, the feeling went away as suddenly as it came. Felix didn't turn his head but just kept 

following after Lady Sphinx. 

After they disappeared outside of Dalilia's line of sight, she narrowed her eyes with a stern expression, 

'He truly had gotten master's eyes. A human receiving such a gift is blasphemous on so many levels.' 

She poured some black tea into her cup and wished, 'Hopefully, he ends up dying in those experiments 

or master get bored of him quickly.' 

Unfortunately for elder Dalilia, she could only keep those harmful thoughts to herself since she knew 

that it wasn't possible to hurt Felix while Lady Sphinx was interested in him. 

Lady Sphinx wasn't to be provoked in the slightest. 

As her current oldest student, no one was more clear about this matter than her! 

Meanwhile, Lady Sphinx and Felix were walking down on a long well-lighted staircase that was leading 

to the underground. 

On their way here, Felix had met with plenty of servants and guards that appeared a bit dull and lifeless 

like robots. 

When he asked Lady Sphinx about it, she answered that every servant in the castle was made of sand 

and implanted with information that could help them do their duties effectively...Just like what she did 

to the Guardians. 

The only difference was that some of them had received information to be chefs while some received 

info that allowed them to garden like professionals. 



All of them were created realistically with an ability called *Sand Creation*, making Felix feel a bit 

dejected that he hadn't unlocked it. 

Not that it mattered now, since Felix was soon going to replace Lady Sphinx's bloodline with Thor's, and 

he was going to lose all of his sand abilities. 

After all, he had already made his mind to etch *The Truth Eyes*. It was a no-brainer choice. 

Right now, they had already walked down for more than two minutes, yet there were no signs of 

reaching the bottom yet. 

Felix wasn't complaining since he had enough time to get some of his questions answered. 

"No and No." Lady Sphinx answered bluntly without bothering to give him an explanation. 

Before Felix could switch to another question, Lady Sphinx raised her hand while stopping in the middle 

of the staircase. 

Felix stopped as well and peered with his infrared vision into the grey stone walls, wanting to see if 

there was some sort of a hidden door. 

Too bad, he found nothing. 

When he saw that Lady Sphinx had brought out a worn-out scroll with weird inscriptions on it, he 

focused back on her. 

Lady Sphinx brought the scroll in front of her face and started reading it softly. 

Two seconds later, she closed off the scroll and waited in silence. Felix did the same. 

Whoosh... 

A moment later, a light breeze passed by them from the front. 

Yet, this wasn't even the weirdest part but the materialization of a pitch-black door that didn't have a 

handle! 

Lady Sphinx wasn't bored to entertain Felix's bafflement as she simply placed her hand on the center of 

the door and pushed it softly. 

The door made creaking noises as it kept opening up slowly on its own. 

The moment it was wide open, bright light escaped from the other side of it, making Felix narrow his 

eyes a bit. 

But soon, they bulged out of their sockets at an unbelievable scene that no one would even dare of 

imagining it! 

Even Asna and the J?rmungandr were left in a bit of a shock by it. 

Who could blame them? 

The door was leading to an enormous golden pyramid that was built on a floating land in the middle of 

nowhere! 



There was no sky, no stars, no moon, just pure darkness surrendering the shining pyramid! 

'Yep.' Lady Sphinx said casually, 'This is one of the ones I took control of. They are perfect for my labs 

since they are separated from...Well, everything.' 

"This is the first time I hear or see something like this." Felix asked with a worried tone, "Is there oxygen 

inside? It looks even bleaker than space." 

"Naturally, I have made the environment to be livable for all races." Lady Sphinx gave a side-glance 

meant for idiots and said, "How am I supposed to carry my experiments on them if they can't breathe?" 

"That sounds promising." Felix said with a hollow laugh. 

"Let's go." 

Not wanting to continue chatting, Lady Sphinx led the way at a normal pace. 

Meanwhile, Felix placed a foot inside, feeling the ground first. He appeared like someone feeling the 

coldness of the pool's water. 

"Hurry up!" Lady Sphinx rushed him from afar. 

Upon hearing so, Felix took a deep breath and jumped through the door. The instant he did so, the door 

was closed shut and disappeared after, making Felix swallow a mouthful. 

'Queen, can you tell me my coordinates?' Felix requested while walking with an alarmed expression 

towards the Pyramid. 

Alas, no one answered him. 

When he called for the 4th time, Lady Sphinx informed him, "Don't bother calling her. Your connection 

had been disconnected with her the instant you entered this dimension." 

Truly, Felix noticed that his bracelet's signal that had always five lines had turned to an 'X mark that he 

never saw before in all the years that he possessed an AP bracelet. 

Felix had gone on many adventures in his previous life, exploring parts of the universe with his 

clanmates. Yet, the signal had never been dropped by one line! 

"Wait, doesn't this mean that I can't stay here for more than 2 hours?" Felix remarked loudly while 

sprinting towards Lady Sphinx. 

When he reached her side, he continued on, "Being disconnected with the Queen is the same as taking 

off my bracelet. If I don't connect in two hours, the Queen would assume that I trying to escape from my 

contracts' strings! Especially the ones concerning her being as an executioner!" 

Felix knew that he should avoid this at all cost if he didn't want the Alliance's task force, who were 

specialize in this matter, to hunt him down. 

They weren't made from humans but from multiple races that were born to locate and eliminate their 

targets as fast as possible! 



"Relax." Lady Sphinx waved her hand in a carefree manner and mentioned, "I only need one hour with 

you to run some tests and create a perfect copy of your body. Then, you are free to go and enjoy your 

stay in the academy." 

"I see...Wait what?" 

Felix was startled by her plan as he always expected that he would be spending days tied to a cold 

metallic bed while Lady Sphinx experiment on his numbed body. 

"Don't be weird." Lady Sphinx rolled her eyes at him after reading his thoughts and said, "I just need a 

perfect copy of you to run the first simulations. When I create a plausible method to make it possible to 

host multiple elemental manipulations, I will use it on your real body." 

"Thank god." 

Felix couldn't even express how delighted he was at the sound of that. 

Through the entire journey, his imagination was running wild at being tortured and that the pain would 

be intolerable. But it seemed like he was thinking too much. 

"Oh, you will be feeling pain alright." Lady Sphinx smiled warmly while opening the pyramid's golden 

gate, "It's just not going to kill you." 

After saying so, Lady Sphinx entered the pyramid, leaving the stunned Felix behind. 

But soon he broke out of it after he heard the echoing footsteps of Lady Sphinx as she walked deeper 

and deeper inside a long dark corridor. 

"Wait for me!" Worried that the pyramid might be booby-trapped like some sort of ancient structure, 

Felix steeled his guts and dashed after her. 

When he reached her side, she had already entered a bright wide room that appeared somewhat like a 

mad-scientist lab. 

At the sides, There were cylinder-shaped glass tanks filled with thick blue matter or dark ones. Inside 

them, there were multiple weird-looking creatures that seemed to be still alive. 

There were also three clean silver metallic tables that were taken by a vampire, a panda-like creature, 

and a human? 

All of them were strapped and had dark bruises on their bodies, sending shivers down Felix's spine. 

However, his fear had withdrawn with a snap of a finger by Lady Sphinx as they had all turned into a pile 

of sand. 

"Be quick and lay down on one table." Lady Sphinx snapped her finger and her entire appearance had 

been turned into her original humanoid furry cat version but without wings. 

She was wearing a white robe and glasses, making Felix feel like he was in the hands of a doctor. 

He honestly didn't know why she was wearing glasses when her vision was probably the best in the 

entire universe. 



But seeing how impatient she was, Felix didn't bother her with this but asked, "Cough, should I take off 

my clothes?" 

Chapter 447 - Drinking The Lightining Potion. 

"Yes." Lady Sphinx replied bluntly while her eyes were changing. 

There was another red triangle pupil above the golden triangle pupil, marking the use of the 2nd 

Class.e.m.e.nt...Quantum Vision. 

Without an ounce of shame, Felix got nude in two seconds, leaving only his u.n.d.e.r.w.e.a.r on. Then, he 

laid on the cold surface of the table in a straight line. 

Lady Sphinx approached Felix and did nothing but stare at him upclose. She started from the head and 

ended up finishing when she reached his feet. 

"Alright all done." Lady Sphinx removed her glasses and informed, "I have copied everything about you 

to the last atom." 

Felix got quite curious when he heard so. Before he could ask, Lady Sphinx extended her palm towards 

the other table and another version of Felix had been created. 

The similarity between them was impeccable! 

"Elder, does my copy have the same pain tolerance as I do?" Felix asked while sitting at the table. 

Felix doubted that would be possible since pain tolerance and such were more about mentality. 

"I don't care about pain tolerance." Lady Sphinx clarified, "The first simulations and experiments are 

always deadly. Even if you had ten times your pain tolerance, you will still die from shock." 

Felix neither wanted to imagine that nor argue with her about its validity. But he still had to ask a 

question that was always bothering him, "Elder, don't you think experiments in the UVR are hundred 

times more efficient? Even if you experimented on me there, I wouldn't die and you will be getting 

clearer results." 

Felix knew that most labs were erected in the UVR due to tens of benefits that reality could never 

provide. Mentioning a few; infinite materials, controllable environments, no germs, controllable 

senses...etc. 

If a drawback needed to be mentioned, it would be the need for the researchers to own the material in 

real life and scan it. 

Only then, would the Queen be able to recreate a perfect copy of it and let them experiment on it. But 

in Felix's eyes that wasn't really a problem for Lady Sphinx. 

So, he was quite baffled by her antics. He honestly started believing that she might be old-fashioned and 

all of this is just a matter of preference. 

Upon hearing his thoughts, Lady Sphinx shook her head, "You know nothing kid." 

"What do you mean elder?" Confused, Felix arched his eyebrows while looking at her. 



'Damn it, I am even more curious now.' Felix wore his pants with an annoyed expression, 'Does she not 

trust the UVR privacy or something?' 

Before Felix could dive deeper into other guesses, his eyes were stiffened on six potions that had been 

beamed next to him. 

Each one appeared more unique and dazzling than the other. Felix got excited instantly as he knew that 

those were the promised potions! 

"This is the lightning potion." Lady Sphinx held a spherical glass bottle that was filled with a murky 

whitish content that was turning black from time to time. 

"You can drink this now since the effects are almost instantaneous without any issues." Lady Sphinx 

threw the bottle in his l.a.p, making Felix catch it nervously, almost dropping it in the process. 

This potion cost at least 45 billion SC. That's only if it was in the market in bulks! 

'I am going to drink a 45 billion SC potion.' Felix opened the lid gently and brought his nose near the 

bottle's hole, wanting to smell its aroma. 

Alas, the smell was so disgusting, he threw up a bit in his mouth! He quickly closed the damned lid 

forcefully and kept it away from his face. 

Seeing his reaction, Lady Sphinx knitted her eyebrows and said, "You better not throw up when you 

drink it. I won't concoct another." 

It wasn't up to him to control his gag reflexes after being assaulted. 

'I can do this.' Felix opened the lid away from his face and planned, 'I just need to drink it in one swift 

gulp!' 

After taking a deep breath, Felix closed his eyes tightly and truly gulped down that murky matter in one 

go! 

The moment his gag reflexes activated, Felix closed his mouth shut with his hands while his eyes were 

bulging out of their socket, almost tearing up a bit. 

"Don't you dare vomit in my lab." Lady Sphinx warned him sternly. 

Felix's eyes got a bit teary and red but he still swallowed everything in his mouth, making Asna 

disconnect the connection between them as the sight was too disgusting even for her. 

Cough, Cough! 

In the end, Felix broke into a coughing spree but thankfully everything had already been consumed. Just 

like Lady Sphinx mentioned, he didn't feel anything at all afterward. 

If it wasn't for the lingering disgusting taste, he would have doubted that he drunk a potion. 

"Thank you elder!" Felix showed his appreciation by bowing his head respectfully. 

Lady Sphinx waved her hand dismissively and informed, "those other five potions require a thoughtful 

sequence of drinking." 



Lady Sphinx picked a square-shaped bottle and said, "This is the Neuron Enhnamcent Potion. It will help 

you enhance your neurons, making the transmission of information to other nerve cells, muscle, or 

gland cells much faster than the average brain." 

Felix was quite shocked at the sound of that since he knew that this potion wasn't just going to make 

him smarter and quicker on his feet but literally quicker on his feet! 

That's because it would affect his reflexes and reaction speed, making his battles' senses even better! 

"How much is this potion?" Felix asked with eyes gleaming brightly. 

"You are too poor to know." Lady Sphinx shut down his excitement right there and continued on with 

the next potion, "This is the infamous photographic memory potion. You already know what it does. I 

want you to drink it a day after you drink the Neuron Enhnamcent Potion." 

Felix carefully noted the sequence since it seemed like it wouldn't end pretty for him if he ignored it. 

Hence, when Lady Sphinx mentioned the remaining bottles, the entire sequence had been memorized. 

She gave him a warning glance, "Don't lose it if you don't want to lose your limbs." 

Felix nodded his head while beaming everything in his spatial card besides the scroll. He opened it up 

and tilted his head in confusion after seeing the weird-looking inscriptions. 

"So...How do I use this?" Felix asked. 

"Don't worry, I will read it for you when you try to reach the spatial gate's spot." Lady Sphinx said. 

Knowing what she meant, Felix nodded his head and beamed in the scroll as well. Then, he asked 

politely, "What room should I take in the castle?" 

"You can spend a day or two here until you finish drinking all potions and entering the 2nd stage of 

replacement." Lady Sphinx mentioned, "But after so, Dalilia will take you to the Academy where you will 

be living." 

Felix raised an eyebrow and asked, "Don't you want me to stay near you if something happens in your 

experiments?" 

"Don't be stupid." Lady Sphinx said, "It will take me months until I succeeded in creating a plausible path 

to make your body host another elemental manipulation. That is the end goal not making your body 

tougher. That could be done anytime I wanted with hundreds of methods." 

"I see." 

She wasn't going to stop until she makes it happen! 

"Now let me work in peace." Lady Sphinx shooed him away while walking towards his n.a.k.e.d perfect 

copy. 

Upon seeing that she had undressed his copy's u.n.d.e.r.w.e.a.r while having a surgent-like knife in her 

hand, Felix immediately bolted outside of the room with his hands tightly holding his crotch. 



He had no idea what she was going to do to his copy's little Felix and he had no intentions of remaining 

to find out! 

"Hang in there F1! Take one for the team!" Terrified, Felix rooted for his copy loudly while running 

outside of the pyramid, heading towards the door's spot. 

Upon hearing so, Lady Sphinx chuckled lightly while starting to work on the copy by cutting a piece of 

skin from the waist. 

Then, she placed it on a piece of glass and started peering into it closely, inspecting the genes. 

"My genes are dominating his genes extensively due to this bloodline system." Lady Sphinx murmured, 

"Humans are truly too dependents on borrowed strength. But this system is perfect for the little thief 

due to his lucky chances. Hence, it must remain no matter what." 

"Let's see what cultivation system is going to merge well with his body." 

Lady Sphinx showed a pure smile and snapped her finger, creating two more copies from different races. 

One body belonged to a vampire and another to a werewolf! 

"Let's start with those two!" 

Chapter 448 - Thor's Mutations! 

10 minutes later... 

Felix had been taken to a room at the top of one of the castle's towers by a servant. It wasn't the best 

room in the world but it got everything that he needed. 

The moment he got comfortable, he undressed and sat on the cold wooden floor. He beamed Thor's 

bottle that was filled with 51% of his collected essence and placed it next to him. 

He then beamed the rest of the integration materials and started practicing his breathing exercises to 

remove all of his tension and nervousness. 

He had already decided to integrate first then drink those brain-enhancing potions since he was worried 

that they affect his integration negatively. 

After all, he would probably need some period to adapt to his brain enhancements and that would make 

him delay his integration for a week or two for safety reasons. 

Hence, it was much better to get it over with first. 

"How much are you going for?" Asna asked lazily. 

"11% this time." Felix replied while drawing exactly that amount in his needle. 

Previously, when he replaced the J?rmungandr's bloodline with Lady Sphinx, he had used 10% since that 

was his limit. 

That 10% had given him three mutations, hair, eyes, tail. Now, he wanted to increase it by 1% since he 

believed that he could make it and also have a better chance at getting other useful mutations. 



Just like the first time, all of his Sphinx's mutations would be replaced...Including his tail. 

Looking at it, swinging left and right playfully, Felix c.a.r.e.s.sed it gently and said, "I will miss you." 

"Can't I even have a moment with my tail?" 

Felix grumbled while bringing the needle near his heart. After taking another deep breath, Felix took out 

a leather belt and placed it between his teeth. 

Then, he injected everything at once and followed it by drinking other potions for integration. 

Asna, J?rmungandr, and even Lady Sphinx, all focused on Felix, who was waiting patiently for the pain to 

kick off. 

A minute later...Felix's heart thumped loudly once before an unimaginable agony kicked in all at once, 

assaulting Felix's entire being. 

MMMMMM!!!! 

Yet, only muffed-out noises escaped through his tightened lips, making Asna throw a bunch of popcorn 

in front while booing him. 

Felix didn't think of anything but the hellish pain that was making him want to dig his own skin and 

destroy his entire nervous system! 

Yet, no matter how tough it got or how much bloodshot his eyes appeared, Felix had prevailed through 

the entire duration, lasting full 15 minutes without requiring Asna's assistance to not faint! 

Unlike the 1st times, Felix's entire body was fully bloodied, making it impossible to see what were the 

mutations that he received. 

The only noticeable thing was the disappearance of his tail. 

Felix had laid on this bloody pool for over 2 hours until Lady Sphinx decided to be kind and send a couple 

of servants to take care of him. 

They picked him up and made him drink a couple of advanced rejuvenation potions forcefully until his 

body wasn't flimsy and all wounded. 

Then, they took him to the bathroom and cleaned him up thoroughly. Afterward, they left him lying in a 

hot tub with his head outside of the water. 

A couple of minutes later, Felix's eyelids started quivering slightly. 

'The sleeping beauty is finally up.' Asna giggled while sitting together with Lady Sphinx and the 

J?rmungandr. 

They both laughed at the sound of that. 

'Sleeping beauty?' Felix murmured while rubbing his eyelids, 'How long was I asleep? How did I get in a 

hot tub?' 



Upon hearing so, Felix thanked Lady Sphinx for the help since he understood that all of the servants 

were more like bots controlled by her. 

Then, he stood up from the hot tub, feeling more refreshed than ever. However, when he tried to 

stretch his arms, he ended up facing a large mirror that was placed in front of the tub. 

The moment he saw his new appearance, he understood Asna's joke. 

It turned out, his hair had been transformed into two halves! 

The right half appeared as white as cream while the left half was as dark as the night! 

It was long, silky smooth, and wet. If he made them into a piggy-style haircut, he would truly resemble a 

princess! 

As for his face...Well, it remained somewhat the same since his eyes didn't mutate this time. However, 

he did notice that the pupil had been changed to white instead of golden. 

But Felix ignored everything else as the moment he focused closely on his pale skin, he noticed that 

there were tiny holes in it! 

This freaked him out a bit since they appeared as his pores had just expanded! 

Agitated, Felix jumped outside of the hot tub and dragged his long hair to the mirror with him. 

When he saw his reflection upclose and touched those holes, his heartbeats started rising in agitation, 

"What the hell is this mutation?!" 

Felix could comprehend the hair color scheme somehow since the J?rmungandr had shown him how 

Thor appeared in his humanoid form before, but he never expected to get this mutation at all. 

The worst part, it wasn't just his face but his entire body was filled with those tiny holes. 

"No need to freak out." The J?rmungandr comforted him with a chuckle, "You lucked out on the 

evolutionary trait of the Avions species...No, I believe you got it even better since you obtained this trait 

from Thor himself and not just a random Avion." 

Upon hearing so, Felix's heart skipped a beat since he understood that the J?rmungandr wouldn't praise 

an evolutionary trait unless it was truly worthy of his attention. 

This got him curious and also elated to find out what it does. 

He didn't need to ask as the J?rmungandr informed him, "I don't know if Sphinx's castle is using 

electricity or other forms of energy but try to find an outlet in your room and touch it." 

Felix lifted his head and looked at the light crystals in the ceiling. 

Those crystals could be powered by the sunlight for merely a single day but last for at least a month. 

'Whatever, I can test it out in the measurement center.' Felix's elation was dropped down a notch but he 

wasn't freaked out anymore by the mutation. 



Though, he obviously didn't like having those tiny holes appearing, since he knew that anyone who 

could zoom in on his skin would be able to see them. 

'Since they are a mutation, I can physically hide them by closing them off or something if adapted into 

using them.' He reasoned. 

He was quite confident in his conclusion since when he saw Thor, he didn't have those holes. 

Now that he somewhat dealt with this unknown mutation, Felix's attention was brought back to his long 

white and black hair. 

Due to it being wet, he didn't know exactly if it was wavy, curly, fluffy, or straight. He didn't want to find 

out while it was three meters long. 

Hence, he quickly beamed scissors and gave himself a quick haircut. 

When he dried it up, he was pleased to find out that it didn't look bad at all with a short-styled haircut. 

After admiring it for a few seconds, Felix switched his focus to his eyes that hadn't been mutated 

besides the pupil's color that matched well with his hair. 

He smiled pleasantly at the news even though it seemed like he received only two mutations this time 

and one of them was useless. 

'This will save me the pain of getting back the mutation during the etching process.' 

Felix knew that the moment he etched *The Truth Eyes* in his 1% human bloodline, the newer mutated 

eyes would have been replaced yet again with Sphinx's eyes. 

That would cause another round of pain but the eyes would remain permanently this time. 

That's one of the reasons why no one bothers to etch an ability before a replacement stage. 

It was possible to gain the etching enhancements before truly replaying one's bloodline but it was a 

foolish move that no one recommends. 

After all, what if someone etched an ability related to the eyes before replacement, causing the eye to 

keep its mutation forever when his next eye mutation was ten times better? 

Since it was permanent, all hope to get a better eye mutation was gone. 

In the case of Felix, The Truth Eyes were most certainly one of the best eyes in the entire universe. 

That's why Felix didn't hesitate to sound his request to Lady Sphinx, 'Elder, can you help me etch it 

please?' 

'You better own up to having them.' Lady Sphinx warned him with a finger before snapping it. 

"It's done." She informed. 

"Much appreciated elder." Delighted, Felix touched his eyes that pricked him for a split second before 

returning to normal. 



Although he had seen it before with J?rmungandr's etching process, he was still astonished by how 

instantaneous it was. 

If it wasn't for the feeling of the added strength, enhanced energy capacity, and all of those etching 

enhancements, he wouldn't even believe that it happened. 

"Let's test everything at once!" Felix said while walking outside of his room's bathroom. 

When he reached his kingsized bed, he laid on it while wearing only his shorts. He closed his eyes shut 

and logged in. 

Although he didn't unlock any lightning-based ability yet, Felix was still eager to see how strong he was 

after his body received another round of enhancement! 

Since it was from the primogenitor, he wasn't certain yet if it was going to be the same as before or 

increased due to his body being much stronger than the last time! 

Chapter 449 - Testing The Avion's Evolutionary Trait! 

Half an hour later... 

Felix had finished testing the etching enhancements. It turned out that his guess was correct as the 

enhancements weren't the same as last time. First, he was now capable of throwing a punch that was 

carrying 7100 BF! 

That's an increase of a whopping 3000 BF, unlike the last time when he received only a 2000 BF increase. 

As for mental defenses, he was able to survive against a peak 4th stage mental ability now! Though the 

5th stage was still too much for him. 

Lastly, for his energies and their capacities, they had been doubled yet again, allowing Felix more leeway 

to go wilder in his energy consumption. 

All of those terrific enhancements made Felix believe that maybe after each stage, the enhancements 

would keep doubling since his body would keep getting stronger and stronger to handle it. 

He hoped that it was going to be like that since even with those enhancements, he still wasn't certain 

about his chances at winning the Universal Individual Supremacy Games. 

"Let's test out this mutation now." Felix said eagerly while touching the holes in his palm. He had already 

done a five minutes research about the Avions and this evolutionary trait. 

Based on the network's info, those holes were called lightning absorbers! 

They were the ones that allowed the Avions species to live in thunderstorms without wings and 

consume clouds! 

He was standing in the middle of the room that had already been modified for physical tests. But when 

he glanced at the ceiling, he found that dark clouds were starting to emerge. 

They weren't peaceful at all as the lightning flashes and thunder-cracking noises had engulfed the entire 

room! 



"Are you ready?" The AI asked. 

"Ye...Wait." Felix's excitement died down a little after remembering that he didn't have lightning 

resistance. He understood that without it, he might get killed straightaway by the strike! 

He wasn't certain that those lightning absorbers were going to protect him against lightning since it 

wasn't mentioned in the network. 

"AI, give me lightning immunity." Felix requested. 

He didn't want to take any chances with a lightning strike. He preferred testing out the lightning 

absorbers resistance on an outlet with low voltage. 

"You ready?" The AI asked again. 

Felix took a deep breath and gave a slight head nod. 

Felix wasn't given even a millisecond to finish his nod before a flash of light had blinded his eyes while 

the cracking noise of thunder had resounded in his eardrum. 

Before he could realize what happened, everything had returned to normal like he wasn't just stuck by a 

thick lightning bolt that could kill an elephant instantly! 

Szzzlzlzlz!! 

But the white charges that were being emitted from his body said otherwise! 

Anyone who saw him would exclaim in shock as Felix had stopped appearing like a human but more of a 

lighting torch! 

His messy white and black hair didn't escape stiffening like spikes in his head just like the rest of his body 

hair! 

'Pffff!! You look like a spooked cartoon character.' Asna laughed her a.s.s off the moment she checked 

on Felix. 

'At least you didn't have a thick beard and long hair like that idiot Thor.' The J?rmungandr chuckled, 

'Every time he engulfs himself in lightning, he turns into a spiky porcupine.' 

Lady Sphinx sniggered softly after being reminded of such a scene. 

Szlzlzl... 

Noticing that the lightning intensity wasn't as sharp as when he got struck, Felix stopped bothering with 

his looks and brought his palms closely near each other. 

That resulted in creating a storm of lightning charges connecting his palms together! 

Because he had lightning immunity, Felix only felt ticklish in his palms. 

'What now?' Felix wondered, 'How am I supposed to control or channel them. Heck, can I even control 

them?' 



Felix doubted the validity of that since the Avions were known for simply absorbing the lightning bolts to 

keep them always flying with a terrifying speed. 

However, it said nothing about them channeling it to attack or defend themselves. 

'You are right.' The J?rmungandr interjected, 'Avions can't control their evolutionary trait but Thor was 

able to. He turned it into a lethal weapon that made him one of the most annoying primogenitors to 

fight against. At least before he managed to reach the peak of the 3rd stage of elemental manipulation.' 

'How so?' Felix asked with an intrigued look. 

'If even Rocky can't catch him, how could we?' The J?rmungandr said with a hopeless tone, 'He was truly 

a pain in the a.s.s to fight against.' 

It seemed like the J?rmungandr had struggled in his previous battles against Thor, unlike the last one 

that ended up with them both dying. 

This just further emphasized how difficult it was to kill a primogenitor and if J?rmungandr and Thor 

didn't decide on suiciding in an epic manner, the battle would have ended up differently. 

'Hehe, I can't wait to be a pain in the a.s.s to others as well.' Felix grinned widely. 

Although it seemed difficult to morph into a lightning bolt, he wasn't planning on focusing on that for 

now. 

He still needed baby steps to learn how to channel, absorb and also contain! 

That's the most important step since if he couldn't contain the absorbed lightning, it would keep being 

released continuously until it was exhausted. 

Just like what he was experiencing now as the charges had been reduced in number while his hair 

started to lose its stiffness. 

From J?rmungandr's story, Felix realized that Thor was capable of containing it, unlike the Avions. 

Szzszlz... 

A few seconds later, Felix's body had returned to normal after all the absorbed lightning had been spent 

on nothing. 

Instead of trying again, Felix sat on the ground and started pondering on the method to contain 

lightning. 

He understood that as long as he doesn't learn it, his evolutionary trait's potential would be gutted hard. 

'Well, if I considered myself as a bottle, this meant those holes allow lightning to come in and out.' Felix 

pondered, 'This meant, the most obvious way to contain lighting is by closing off those holes 

immediately after absorbing.' 

This was quite problematic to Felix since when he entered the measurement room, the first thing he did 

was order those holes to close off. 



Alas, he received absolutely no response like he was ordering for his pores to close off. That was 

naturally impossible for the human conscious to control. 

But since Thor was able to do it, he knew that it was possible. 

'Elder...' 

'Don't know.' 

'Fair enough.' 

Felix coughed and returned to brainstorming after his attempt to request J?rmungandr's help had failed. 

'Maybe it's related to time? If I kept using them over and over again, I might be able to close them.' Felix 

shrugged his shoulders and stood up, 'There is only one way to find out.' 

"AI, strike me again!" 

Crack!! 

.... 

A couple of hours later... 

Felix had ended his mutation experiments in high spirits. Although he didn't manage to close them off, 

he learned a lot about his mutation. 

First, lightning energy couldn't be absorbed by the trait. Only lightning and electricity were absorbable. 

Second, there was a threshold to how much lightning Felix could absorb at once. 

If he ever went above it, his body would implode from within. The sight wasn't pretty when it happened. 

To avoid that happening in real life, Felix requested the Queen to measure the limit and warn him if he 

ever approached it. 

She simply measured the voltage of Felix's body right before he exploded again. 

It was a worthy sacrifice since now he knew that his limit was 7,4 Million Volts! 

Compared to commoners' bodies that couldn't withstand even 100V+, this made Felix more like a god of 

lightning. 

But honestly, it was only due to his fake lightning immunity in play. Without it, he would have been fried 

instantly from a single bolt. 

Felix understood that he might be immune to the lightning effect but the energy it carries was still 

enough to kill him if he crossed that limit. 

But he wasn't too worried about it since he had taken at least 20 natural thunderbolts before he 

reached it. 

Those two findings took merely 20 minutes of his time. The last experiment was the reason why he 

stayed hours in the measurement center! 



It was related to his speed that was increased so much, Felix felt like he was always a turtle before! 

Subsonic speed...340 meters per second! 

That's how fast he was moving due to the absorbed lightning bolts! 

To test it out extensively, Felix modified the room as a circular track and sprinted over and over again 

until he runs out of steam! 

Unfortunately, he usually runs out of it in merely a minute. That might not sound bad, but Felix 

understood that he wouldn't be able to rely on real thunderclouds every time in his fights. 

Instead, he would mostly absorb his released lighting from his abilities. 

This meant, he would probably have 20 seconds to 30 seconds of fuel if he decided to be generous. 

Nevertheless, Felix was beyond satisfied with his mutation and he understood that speed wasn't its only 

application. 

He still needs to spend hours and hours until he brings out its true potential! 

But that's for later, Felix had played enough and it was time to drink those intelligence-enhancing 

potions! 

Chapter 450 - Increasing His Intelligence! 

Based on Lady Sphinx's sequence, Felix would need five days to drink all of them without affecting his 

brain negatively. 

Without further ado, Felix beamed the Neuron Enhancement potion and drunk it in one gulp, having no 

intentions to savor its taste since its smell wasn't that good either. 

He didn't know if Lady Sphinx never bothered with the taste or those potions were meant to be 

disgusting like this, unlike the elemental potion. 

Seconds went by and nothing had happened yet to Felix. His head felt normal and his senses were the 

same as ever. 

'Elder, does the potion need few minutes for its effect to work out or was it suppose to be like this?' 

Felix asked. 

Felix could understand that he wouldn't feel a thing when drinking the lightning potion but for this one 

that was supposedly going to enhance his neurons speed? 

He knew that it was impossible to happen without feeling something. 

Lady Sphinx stopped reading her book to glance at his condition. Instead of answering him, she smiled 

charmingly and counted backward, 'Five, four, three, two...' 

With each number, Felix's nervousness increased tenfolds as sweat started to form on his forehead, 

worrying that another wave of pain would strike him at the count of zero. 



Yet, when Lady Sphinx reached it, nothing happened to Felix, making him doubt if Lady Sphinx was 

pulling a joke on him. 

However, just as he wanted to sigh in relief, he felt like the world was spinning for a split second before 

everything turned dark. 

His forehead smashed into the wooden floor so as his body...He fainted instantly. 

That's what Asna and the J?rmungandr had assumed until they realized that his heart wasn't beating 

anymore... 

"..." 

"..." 

Speechless and frankly a bit worried, Asna and the J?rmungandr turned their heads to Lady Sphinx who 

was chilling on a couch with a book in her hand. 

Seeing them gazing at her like this, she waved her hand in a carefree manner and said, "It's nothing 

major...Just a brain stroke." 

"..." 

"..." 

"Relax." Lady Sphinx said calmly after noticing that their worry had intensified, "He will wake up as 

nothing happened in the next couple of seconds." 

"Did I pass out?" He asked softly while beaming a rejuvenation potion. 

Honest as always, Asna informed him with a look of relief, 'Nothing much, you just had a brain stroke 

and a heart attack at the same time, resulting in you being dead for 8 seconds.' 

'I guess I passed out.' Felix murmured while drinking the rejuvenation potion. He completely ignored 

Asna's claims. 

"Prick, I am telling the truth!" Asna cursed him after realizing that her credibly meant nothing to Felix. 

"Of course you are." 

Felix massaged his temples while standing up. When the pain went away, he realized that...Well, there 

was no noticeable difference. 

It made sense since he wasn't overloading his brain currently with difficult thoughts. 

'I guess an IQ test will do the trick.' 

Instead of bothering Lady Sphinx again, Felix simply requested the Queen to project an IQ test with hard 

difficultly that was meant for everyone. 

It's a test of intelligence, something we are largely born with. 

It wasn't a test of knowledge, which represents what we learned through our education or life 

experience. 



The test rules appeared first in the hologram, making Felix read quickly since he hadn't done this test for 

years now. 

//You are about to solve 40 visual exercises/questions that gradually increase in difficulty. 

The test duration is 5 minutes. 

The Queen will supervise any cheating attempt. 

Press start when you feel ready// 

In Felix's previous life, he took it when he was 30 years old and scored 20 points which translate into him 

answering 20 questions mistakenly or he didn't have time to even reach them. 

That score resulted in him being marked with 112 IQ which was barely close to being above average. 

Those questions/visual exercises all challenge not just a person's knowledge but cleverness and speed at 

spotting the issue required and solve it. 

Most of the time, even a child could solve those issues. However, the essence of the test was the ability 

to spot the requirements to solve the questions. 

The faster he did it, the more questions he would be able to solve, which would help him finish the test 

before the timer ends. 

That's why, the moment the test began, Felix noticed a huge improvement in the way he was 

approaching those questions, as he never took more than half a second to realize what he needed to do 

and the correct choice he needed to pick! 

Half a second! 

In some questions, he barely glances at them before he solves them and presses next! 

He couldn't explain the feeling but he started to believe that there wasn't a single problem that he 

couldn't solve! 

Upon hearing his idiotic thoughts, Lady Sphinx merely rolled her eyes and returned to reading her book. 

Meanwhile, Felix didn't lose focus for even a split a second, making him finish a 5 minutes test in under 

20 seconds! 

The Queen informed Felix of the results immediately after the test was concluded, resulting in Asna 

laughing in mockery at his results. 

'Imagine drinking an intelligence potion yet still fail to answer 5 questions.' She said with a ridiculing 

tone. 

Unbothered, Felix checked the false questions and realized that all of them were based on knowledge. 

It was understandable since there were questions mixed in about races, cultivation systems, The SG 

platform...etc. 

It was impossible for Felix to know everything just like others. 



Those few questions were added to make it almost impossible to score full marks and be labeled as a 

freak prodigy. 

If one actually answered them, then he truly deserves the title. 

Hence, it didn't affect Felix's happiness at all at getting such a massive enhancement to his intelligence. 

"Tomorrow when I drink the photographic memory, I will be able to close down this knowledge hole by 

reading everything that my hands land on!" Felix said with an eager tone. 

"You better start with rereading those potion-making books." Lady Sphinx advised, "The potion would 

help you remember anything that you did after consuming it. However, your memory would still remain 

shitty for your old memories." 

"Will do." Felix agreed at once. 

He understood that those gifts might be too good and everyone would kill for them, but he needed to 

work his a.s.s off in the Academy to fulfill his end of the bargain! 

That was emerging as one of the top three scorers in every semester! God knows how hard it was going 

to be to achieve it. Though, he felt a bit confident with those enhancements. 

"Don't be." Lady Sphinx popped his bubble, "Sage Witches are able to concoct those potions as well. 

They might not be good enough to concoct potions that give permanent effect, but those potions were 

still good enough for their students to excel above the rest in the Academy." 

"Damn it, doesn't that mean my advantages are gone?" Felix gulped a mouthful after hearing so. 

He realized that it was far worse than he said since those witches had years and years of time to read 

about potion-making books before even entering the Academy. 

He didn't know how many students were lucky enough to drink those potions and he honestly hoped 

that none of them would be in the 1st semester. 

"I don't know about the rest but Dalilia's youngest student Lara has drunk three potions and she has just 

enrolled in the Academy last month." 

Alas, Lady Sphinx seemed like she was in a good mood as he kept destroying his wishes the moment she 

heard them. 

"This can't do!" Felix stood up hastily and asked, "Elder, I want to go to the Academy now!" 

Each second he wasn't in class, Lara and the rest of the potion abusers were pulling ahead of him. 

He had no intentions of finding out what would happen to him if he failed to fulfill his promise! 

"You have Dalilia's UVR ID." Lady Sphinx shared, "Just message her and she will take of it." 

Upon hearing so, Felix immediately sent a short polite message. 

Surprisingly, he received a reply instantaneously, entailing that she would send someone to pick him up 

in half an hour. 



'Half an hour.' Felix closed his eyes shut and thought, 'Might as well see if I can utilize 2nd Class.e.m.e.nt, 

the Quantum Vision now.' 

10 minutes later... 

Felix exited the UVR with a dark expression under Asna's jeering laughs. 

The tests didn't go as expected as his mental energy had been fully consumed under two minutes during 

his use of The Quantum Vision. 

The sad part, he couldn't go beyond the microscopic world as Lady Sphinx had demonstrated to him. 

All of this was caused by his trash mental energy capacity that couldn't fuel this vision. Whenever he 

attempted to force himself, he either ends up fainting or has his head explode. 

"How am I supposed to concoct potions with only 2 minutes to work with per day?!" Felix knitted his 

eyebrows, "I can train all I want in the UVR without worry but in real life, I would be the joke of the year 

if those witches ever caught wind of this." 

Felix already considered himself to be an outsider in the Academy. But now? He wouldn't even be taken 

seriously!! 

 


